CSI Standard Color Selection Guide

for the Following Products:

Color Hardener, Release Powder, Overlays, Microtoppings, Restore Concrete Stain, Tinted Sealers

Combining Art and Science in Concrete
* The colors on this color card approximate, as closely as possible, the appearance obtained in natural light. Variables, including job conditions and finishing techniques, affect the final color. If color accuracy is critical, a pre-construction sample utilizing actual job site materials and construction methods is required. Information contained in this brochure is to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate but all recommendations or suggestions are made without guarantee. Since the use of the products is beyond our control, ChemSystems, Inc. disclaims any liability incurred in connection with the use of our products and any information contained herein.

Custom Colors Available Upon Request

Coconut  Light Sand  Wheat  Latte
Golden Maple  Moroccan Buff  Classic Beige  Durango Tan
Bisque Tan  Toffee  Summer Beige  Terra Cotta
Burnt Orange  Praline  Mesa Tan  Dark Granite
Cocoa Brown  Chili Pepper  Mesquite Brown  Sand Dollar
Flint Gray  Slate Green  Slate Blue  Pearl
Atlantic Gray  Silver Gray  Basalt Gray  Stone Gray
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